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While learning English plays an essential role in today’s life, vocabulary achievement is helpful to
overcome the difficulties of commanding the language. Drawing on data from three months
experimental work, this article explores how two mapping strategies affect the learning vocabularies in
EFL male learners. While females were studied before, this article focuses on how Iranian male
students at Intermediate -level can improve their vocabulary achievement by using Mapping strategies
of concept maps and mind maps. It was attempted to know whether gender plays a role or not.
Therefore 62 male intermediate EFL learners were selected among a total number of 100. Based on the
results, the students were randomly assigned to two experimental groups with 31 participants in each.
Both groups underwent the same amount of teaching time by the researcher/teacher during 16
sessions of treatment which included concept mapping for the first group and mind mapping for the
second. A posttest was administered at the end of the treatment to both groups and their mean scores
on the test were compared through an independent samples t-test. The result showed that male
learners same as females in the mind mapping group benefited significantly more than those in the
concept mapping group in terms of improving their vocabulary achievement.
Key words: Argument mapping, concept mapping, mind mapping, vocabulary achievement , meaningful
learning ,vocabulary learning.

INTRODUCTION
Learning English these days is a widespread activity and
obviously vocabulary plays an important role in facilitating
this process. An extensive vocabulary background helps
to build a foundation for reading acquisition, which
correlates with greater academic achievement later in life
(Cunningham and Stanovich, 1997 cited in (Zeller, 2011).

Generally speaking, vocabulary can be taught in different
ways, each with its own merits and demerits (Nemati,
2009).
The learners’ vocabulary achievement has received
more attention recently (Nunan, as cited in Meara and
Fitzpatrick, 2000). It is important for researchers to
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investigate ways to improve direct instruction of foreign
language vocabulary; therefore, how to teach vocabulary
and use it in a productive way have become the main
concerns of learners as well as teachers (Tamjid and
Moghadam, 2012). These ways must help both groups in
increasing the speed of learning and consequently longer
permanence in the memory. When EFL learners start to
read a text, what comes to their mind is how to learn and
recall the new vocabulary meanings (Yu Ling, as cited in
Heidari et al., 2012).
Accordingly there must be vocabulary learning strategies which promote this process of learning. Vocabulary
learning strategies (VLS) are distinguished from language
learning strategies; one can claim that they are a
subclass of language learning strategies (Dóczi, 2011). A
multiplicity of different vocabulary teaching procedures
have been designed and studied in the literature of ELT
(Palmer et al., 2001; Read, 2000). Among such
procedures is the mapping strategy which is based on
making associations between different nodes of the brain
(Davies, 2010). Mapping strategies are among such
learning strategies and they are not specifically related to
the field of vocabulary learning; they are used in other
fields, too. The foundation of these strategies is on
“Meaningful Learning”. Meaningful learning occurs when
humans actively integrate thinking, feeling, and acting to
construct meaning and knowledge (Novak, 1998 cited in
Khodaday and Ghanizadeh, 2011). Among many
different strategies that have been used in the field of
language learning, Mapping Strategies can be among
those meaningful- based learning strategies.
Rooted in Ausubel (2000)’s theory of meaningful
learning elaborating on the principle of linking new
concepts to existing concepts in cognitive structures, the
mapping strategy puts forth the notion that learners also
need to be taught something about brain mechanisms
and knowledge organization (Novak and Canas, 2006).
Mapping techniques which are among visual learning
strategies enhance learning as imagination and association are the keys to high-level memory and creative
thinking (Cuthell and Preston, 2008). There are different
kinds of mapping strategies and consequently each type
has its own impact and is used for a specific domain thus
needing its own structure (Ruiz-Primo, 2004).
Among the different mapping strategies existing, mind
mapping and concept mapping have been identified as
efficient visual thinking tools for storing, processing,
organizing, and presenting information graphically that
may help learners to facilitate the process of meaningful
learning (Cuthell and Preston, 2008). Concept maps have
been defined differently from various viewpoints; (RuizPrimo, 2004), for example, define that concept as
artifacts for organizing and representing knowledge.
Just like concept maps, mind maps are also used in
different fields. The term was coined in the UK by Tony
Buzan in his 1974 book and BBC TV program Use Your
Head (Basso and Margarita, 2004). Mind mapping is a
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popular brainstorming tool and thinking technique of
visually arranging ideas and their interconnections; it is a
way of representing associated thoughts with symbols
rather than with extraneous words (Abdeen et al., 2009).
Others define mind maps as forms of an outline with
ideas and pictures radiating out from a central concept
(Buzan and Buzan, 1993; Wycoff, 1991).
METHOD
The participants of the study were 62 male Iranian intermediate
EFL learners who were aged between 13 to 19 years and studying
in a Language School. The selection of the sample was done in two
stages. At first, 100 students were chosen non-randomly from
among the existing sample available and sat for a piloted language
proficiency test with 64 of them whose scores fell one standard
deviation above and below the mean being selected.
The selected participants were subsequently divided into two
experimental groups of 32 students. Each group comprised two
classes and the assignment was random.
Another 30 learners at the same level language proficiency and
age participated in the piloting of the language proficiency test and
the posttest with two teachers (the researcher and one of her
colleagues who held a master’s degree in TEFL and had seven
years of experience teaching at this level) serving as the raters of
the writing part of the preliminary proficiency test in the study.
Instrumentation and Materials
For the purpose of achieving the goal of this study, two tests and
certain materials were used in this study which they are described
below: 1. Tests (PET), 2. Rating Scale for the PET Writing Part,
3.Test of Vocabulary at the Outset and Posttest. The main material
was Summit coursebooks (Saslow and Ascher, 2009).
The book is designed for intermediate learners focusing on all
four skills and consists of five chapters. As the learners were not
familiar with using concept and mind mapping methods, the
researcher decided to prepare two handouts in order to inform the
participants what concept maps and mind maps were and how they
could use these maps.
The four-page handouts consisted of a brief history, description,
and some images. The researcher used materials from the internet;
she further shared the two handouts with five learners and two
colleagues and incorporated their feedback on them before using
them in class.
Procedure
At the beginning of the study, the already piloted sample PET was
administered to 100 intermediate EFL male learners from among
whom the 64 selected participants of the study were assigned
randomly into two experimental groups. The vocabulary test was
subsequently administered to make sure that the learners were not
familiar with the words.
In the treatment process, both experimental groups underwent 16
sessions of 105 min held three sessions a week. The main course
book was taught to both groups with one group receiving concept
and the other mind maps.
During these 16 sessions, a sum of 160 new words and phrases
were taught in both experimental groups alongside the other parts
of language such as grammar, speaking, listening, reading, and
writing. The process of teaching in each group is described as
follows.
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Treatment in the concept mapping group
The two classes assigned to the concept mapping strategy
instruction had 16 male participants in each. The first session was
allocated entirely to introducing concept mapping to learners with
some practical examples. The participants were given handouts
which contained the characteristics of a concept map, some
examples of well and poorly constructed concept maps plus
introduction to this kind of mapping.
After giving the handouts to every learner, they were given five
minutes to have a look at the content. Then the researcher began
to speak about concept mapping according to the handouts and
tried to draw the example maps on the board. She drew a concept
map on the board by asking the students some questions about
their opinions on a birthday party which was the first selected topic
intended to be something attracting the learners. The questions
included many different aspects of holding a birthday party which
naturally raised many different ideas and comments. Different ideas
or ”concepts” were welcomed by the teacher/researcher as the
nature of this technique is learners’ freedom in delineating and
connecting the concepts in a way that their minds can recall it better
in the future. For example, one of the questions was about how
they held their birthday parties and many of the learners answered
by “inviting their close friends to their home”, so the researcher
used two words here ”invite” and “close friend” for making a node
while the arrow was titled by “inviting” and the node by “close
friends”.
Next, the teacher drew a map by asking students’ help and
guidance. She encouraged the learners to provide the answers and
by doing so, she made the learners interested in drawing this kind
of map. Each learner was free in delineating her own map and they
were not asked to copy exactly what was on the board but for
drawing the map by the teacher, they had been motivated to take
part and help her. The teacher tried to make all of them interested
and involved in the intended process. It was indeed necessary to
motivate the learners to take part in this process as this
collaboration is one of the basic rules in implementing the concept
mapping strategy.
The teacher/researcher followed the Davies (2010) model but
before that she reminded the learners that each map is a kind of a
personal track and they must feel free in how they show or relate
the concepts. Copying the exact map from the board was not
compulsory but the learners were encouraged to select some parts
when they wished to do so.
First, the teacher asked a declarative question: What is a
birthday? What do we eat on a birthday? What do we wear on a
birthday? What do we buy for a birthday? And questions like these.
1. She devised a “parking lot” of concepts and ideas that were
related to the concept of birthday and the questions to be
answered. The purpose of this stage was brainstorming. The
resulting concepts might or might not be used in the final map. The
concepts were placed in circles or boxes to designate them as
concepts. As an example for each question, there were lots of
answers by the learners that it showed the different nature of
thinking or concept-making in any individual. She did her best for
not removing any concept. She wrote all of them and tried to use
them in the next step of the map delineating.
2. She then put the concepts in a hierarchical order of importance in
the provisional concept map.
3. Next, she linked lines between the hierarchical concepts from top
to bottom. Arrows could be used in different directions. For
example, when she wanted to draw an arrow or create a connection
among the circles, she preferred to draw the two circles of both
ends but she let the learners say what phrase can be used for
joining these two nodes.
4. She then devised suitable cross-links for key concepts in the

map. Verbs and propositions / prepositional phrases were used
most frequently, for example, “requires”, “to work with”, “will lead
to”, “involves”, “during”, “of”, “through” and so on. The aim was to
show the relationship between the key concepts and their
subordinate or super-ordinate elements. This was of course a very
fundamental phase of concept mapping.
5. Finally, she added some examples to the terminal points of a
map representing the concepts. These were not enclosed in boxes
or circles to delineate them as instances of a concept. These
examples included some other words that were not related to the
main topic (in this case, a birthday party). One example can be the
word “glad”, when most of the learners stated that the first concept
of birthday is “happiness” for them, one told ”glad”. The teacher
mentioned that these two words are the same in meaning but one is
more formal. So a new circle was added by arrow of “more formal”
for “glad”.
These steps would help the learners in mastering the strategy and
the result was a map on the board full of arrows and relationships.
During the drawing phase, all the learners were encouraged to
participate and help the teacher. The learners were told that for
each vocabulary teaching time, they needed their own concept
maps and any kind of difference was accepted by the teacher as
they were all different in mind and concepts of the mind.
In the last stage, the students copied the map in their own
notebooks. For homework, they were asked to draw their own maps
for the next session and study the 12 new vocabularies they were
taught in that session.
On the second session, the teacher first reviewed last session’s
new words by asking them from some of the students while they
were allowed to watch their maps. She then presented a new topic
following the same procedure described above. The same
procedure was implemented in every session.
Treatment in the mind mapping group
The first step of this class is exactly same as concept mapping
class while the only difference was using mind-mapping handouts
and principles. Every participant had an A4 plain paper without any
line and sufficient numbers of color pens or pencils. The papers had
been located horizontally and then the instructor told the following
steps to the learners while asking them to put their color pens and
pencils on the desk. They were encouraged to use those colorful
pens or pencils throughout the map delineating as this is a basic
tenet of mind mapping and one of the major differences with
concept mapping.
The teacher started asking learners about their birthday parties
and how they held this event. She then followed the steps proposed
by Buzan (1991) – the originator of mind mapping – not only in
preparing the handout, but also in the teaching process.
1. First, the teacher placed a picture about birthday in the center of
the board with at least three colors.
2. Then she chose some keywords and sometimes used preprinted upper and lower case letters instead of a complete word.
For example instead of “gift”, she used the upper case “G” and
attached it to the board.
3. She subsequently explained that each word or image was alone
and would have been placed on its specific line.
4. She then connected the lines starting from the birthday image in
the center of the board. The lines became thinner as they radiated
out from the center and were the same length as the word or image
meaning that a short line was used for a short word and vice versa.
5. She had to tell the learners to develop their own personal styles
of Mind Mapping. She told her learners that the beauty of the mind
maps lies in their differences and individualities; these differences
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Table 1. Inter-rater reliability between the two raters
scoring the PET writing papers.

Rater 1

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Rater 1
1.000
.
30

Rater 2
.803**
.000
30

Rater 2

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.803**
.000
30

1.000
.
30

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.

show the importance of each minds’ plans. So she encouraged the
participants to feel freedom in making a personal map which could
be unique for each person.
6. She was required to emphasize and show the associations in the
mind. She asked them for example what they recalled when they
think about the gifts in such celebration party. Certainly the answers
were different because the minds were different. That could be one
of the goals of Mind- Mapping to create the distinct maps.
7. She kept the mind maps clear by using radial hierarchy,
numerical order or outlines for embracing the branches.
As the main aspects of mind maps are pictorial and graphical
design flourishes, the researcher tried to emphasize them and help
participants to create associations between their ideas about the
words. Therefore, in the first session, the participants followed their
teacher who used these steps on the board and finally created a
mind map about birthday parties through actively participating in the
process.
For the first word, the teacher said the meaning of that word her
and for the others, she let the participants to guess the meanings.
During these activities, the learners were motivated to help their
teacher by telling their ideas about everything that could be related
to a birthday party.
Certainly there were different ideas and suggestions so the
teacher took advantage of these different opinions and she
encouraged learners to have their own constructions of mapping in
their works. She emphasized that the nature of our minds’
differences can be helpful for this class, so the different colors and
images were assumed as valuable factors in learning.
In the last stage, the students copied the map in their own
notebooks. For homework, they were asked to draw their own maps
for the next session and study the 12 new vocabularies they were
taught in that session.
On the second session, the teacher first reviewed last session’s
new words by asking them from some of the students while they
were allowed to watch their maps. She then presented a new topic
following the same procedure described above. The same
procedure was implemented every session. At the end of the
treatment period, both experimental groups sat for the same
posttest.
Data collection and analysis
Due to the non-random selection of the participants and random
assignment of the participants in the two comparison groups, the
study was quasi-experimental with comparison group and posttest
only design. The data analysis of the present study consisted of
both descriptive and inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics was
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utilized for calculating the mean, standard deviation, and standard
error of measurement of all tests used. For the purpose of
estimating the inter-rater reliability of PET in the writing part,
Cronbach Alpha was used. The inferential statistics which was used
to test the null hypothesis of the study was an independent samples
t-test for comparing the means of two experimental groups at the
posttest level. The prerequisites of all parametric tests were also in
place. Furthermore, the reliability of the test scores (estimated
through the KR-21 procedure) gained by the participants on the
pilot PET was 0.82.
As two raters were involved in the scoring of the writing section of
the PET, their consistency of scoring or inter-rater reliability had to
be checked. The skewness ratio of both sets of scores (-0.20 and 1.00) fell within the acceptable range of ±1.96 which means that
both sets were not skewed and thus, running a parametric test to
check the go-togetherness of the scores was legitimized.
Consequently, the Pearson Correlation was run.
Table 1 displays the significant correlation of the two sets of
scores given by both raters to the writing papers (r = 0.80, p = 0.00
˂ 0.05).

Descriptive statistics of the PET administration
Next, the piloted PET together with the writing section was
administered for participant selection. Table 2 shows the descriptive
statistics of this administration with the mean being 37.86 and the
standard deviation 7.12, respectively.

Dividing the participants into two groups
Among the 100 male students who took the PET, the researcher
selected 62 who scored between one standard deviation above and
below the mean. Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics of this test
in the pilot phase. The mean and standard deviation were found to
be 47.17 and 8.27, respectively.
The researcher administered the same 40-item vocabulary test
as the posttest among the two experimental groups once the
treatment was completed. The researcher administered the posttest
to both groups in one setting. Table 4 displays the descriptive
statistics of this administration with the mean being 24.97 and the
standard deviation 3.66 in the concept mapping group and 35.87
and 2.22, respectively, in the mind mapping group.
Figures 1 and 2 display the above statistics for each of the
experimental groups, respectively.
Going back to Table 4, the skewness ratios of both groups fell
within the acceptable range of ±1.96 (0.74 and 0.29) thus signifying
that the score distributions in both groups represented normality.
Therefore, running a t-rest was legitimized.
As Table 5 indicates, with the F value of 7.312 at the significance
level of 0.009 being smaller than 0.05, the variances of the two
groups were significantly different. Therefore, the results of the ttest with the assumption of heterogeneity of the variances were
reported here.
The results (t = -14.19, p = 0.00 ˂ 0.05) indicate that there was a
significant difference between the mean scores of the two groups at
the posttest. It can thus be concluded that concept mapping and
mind mapping bore a significantly different impact on the
vocabulary achievement of the participants in this study.
The researcher was interested to know how much of the obtained
difference could be explained by the variation in the two levels of
the independent variable. To determine the strength of the findings
of the research, that is, to evaluate the stability of the research
findings across samples, effect size was also estimated to be 1.03.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the PET administration.

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
PET Administration 100
Valid N (list wise)

19

53

37.86

7.118

100

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the vocabulary test piloting.

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
PET Piloting

30

21

42

32.10

6.189

Valid N (list wise) 30

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for the posttest in both groups.

N

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Skewness

Statistic

Statistic Std. Error

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic
Group 1 (CM)

31

19

32

24.97

3.656

.316

.421

Group 2 (MM)

31

32

40

35.87

2.217

.115

.421

Valid N (list wise)

31

Table 5. Independent samples t-test on the mean scores of both experimental groups.

Levene's test for
equality of variances

t-test for equality of means
95% confidence interval
of the difference

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

F

Sig.

t

Df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

Lower

Upper

7.312

.009

-14.19

60

.000

-10.903

.768

-12.4

-9.36

-14.19

49.4

.000

-10.903

.768

-12.4

-9.36

Therefore, the findings of the study could be considered strong
enough for the purpose of generalization.

RESEARCH FINDINGS
In the field of vocabulary achievement, there have been
many studies which have focused on finding ways or
strategies to facilitate the process of learning and also
helping the learners in retaining and recalling them soon
an at the moment (Beck et al., 2002; HeeKo, 2012;
Hoshino, 2010; Nam, 2010; Schmitt, 1997; Nemati, 2009;
Zeller, 2011). Alongside these researches, studies were
done in the field of Mapping strategies which have been
used in different aspects and not only vocabulary (Al-Jarf,

2011; Cuthell and Preston, 2008; Davies, 2010;
Khodaday and Ghanizadeh, 2011; Hofland, 2007;
MousapourNegari, 2011). Therefore, the researcher set
out her work while she was aware of the applicability of
these mapping strategies in the field of language learning
and specifically “vocabulary achievement ". It was clear
that these techniques can motivate learners in better
learning and their main success is giving a picture to
participants and helping them in non-verbal learning.
In line with the findings of the previous works which
have established the effectiveness of these strategies
including concept mapping, mind mapping and argument
mapping (Budd, 2033; Mento et al., 1999; Reason, 2010)
and also the effectiveness of using these strategies in
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Figure 1. Histogram of the concept mapping group’s scores on the posttest.

Figure 2. Histogram of the mind mapping group’s scores on the posttest.

teaching vocabulary for female learners (Tarkashvand,
2015), this study too emphasized the usefulness of those
strategies for male learners, too.
As Eppler (2006) believed and the current study was
based on this notion, there are many familiarities and
also differences between each type of mapping strategies
thus leading to different outcomes. While all these
techniques are trying to give a picture of each piece of
knowledge to learners but they are definitely different in
many aspects and it was a question for the researcher to
know whether they are so different in vocabulary
achievement or not while it was obvious that both of
concept mapping or mind mapping are helpful and
facilitator in this area but the degree of effectiveness was
a question for the author.
To this purpose, the researcher clearly observed in the

study that using the mind mapping strategy provide male
learners with better learning and easier recalling and they
could reconstruct the map sooner and more simply than
concept maps as the type of mind maps gave them more
freedom and less complexity.
It is worth mentioning that in the process of delineating
maps in both groups, they were interested in learning
vocabulary through these strategies which were not
classic type of word lists. The learners showed their
interests by participating in all phases of drawing and the
satisfaction that they had for vocabulary learning times;
not only the researcher herself saw this enthusiasm but
also the learners themselves expressed it directly that
they liked map drawing. Furthermore both groups had the
same level of learners 'participation only in the mapping
process and not for instance in the reading time.
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Interestingly, while the level of participation and the
allocated time for delineating a map for both concept map
and mind map groups were the same but it was seen by
the researcher that while she was asking the learners the
pre -taught vocabularies, the male learners in the mind
mapping group were more qualified than the other group
in recalling and they were more interested in delineating
the map more. They also remembered more details than
the concept map group. It is worth noting that in this
group they also used less time and they repeated the
words with more alacrity.
In addition, the researcher gathered from the learners
in the mind map group that during the learning course,
students generally appreciated this strategy and keywords or signs that they were free to use. This freedom
was also considered in the concept map group but the
nature of this map which needed more elaboration and
time made the learners a bit bored. The final product of
each type of mapping tools are different and that is the
critical point as reading a mind map is easier than a
concept map because in the latter , there are more
connections and relations which have to be observed by
the learner who is drawing .
Learning vocabularies by signs and key words gave
this sight to the male learners that they could also use
this technique in other learning sections including writing
and reading, something which was seen by the
researcher that they tried to learn in a new and different
way. Finally it can be said that working by mapping
strategies not only helped learners in better learning but
also helped the researcher herself as she was the
instructor, too. As she had previously used only the word
list method for teaching vocabulary, it was a new and
insightful method to teach the vocabulary in more
motivating condition.

Insight for language teachers’ development
Since vocabulary learning was always a controversy for
both teachers and learners in how to get command on
more words and retain them for a longer time; the
necessity is felt to provide learners with more essential
strategies in the field of vocabulary learning. Mapping
strategies can support learners in many aspects as
Cuthell and Preston (2008) believed that concept maps
and mind maps are quick to review and are ideal for
revision; they engage much more of the brain in the
process of assimilation and connecting facts than
conventional notes or summaries and they can provide
cues necessary to remember the information within it.
Accordingly teaching mind mapping, could be a part of
the pedagogical curriculum to help students empower
themselves in the act of vocabulary learning. This training
could be done both for teachers who are being trained to
become teachers or those already engaged in the

practice of pedagogy in the form of in-service courses.
In current work, male learners were chosen to know
whether these techniques are gender-oriented or not. In
previous studies, it was shown that female learners in
mind mapping group outperformed learners in concept
mapping group so the role of gender and the difference of
these two sexes were studied here and finally it has been
clear that for male students, there is a same story.
In this study, the researcher would assign the
beginning session of the semester for teaching and
presenting the mapping strategies while delivering pre –
fabricated handouts in order to give more insights to
learners. This was done to activate their prior knowledge
and thence she herself showed the step by step process
of map delineation.
One theme which is contributory to mapping strategies
is the learners ' cooperation in the process of drawing a
map. It helps the learners to see their points of view as
essential ingredients of map drawing; therefore, this
individuality of each map gives more motivation and
enthusiasm to participants. To this end, cooperative
learning could be emphasized in teacher training workshops as an effective feature thereby facilitating
vocabulary achievements.
In the phase of assessing the learners ' vocabulary
learning, the mapping strategy can be used too. This type
of assessing is giving more cues to learners and also
support their subtle learning of how applying these maps.
It was more essential than writing feedbacks and verbal
correction. Accordingly, it is recommended to evaluate
learners by asking them to draw a map which had been
previously demonstrated.

Conclusion
The researcher thoroughly observed that using the mind
mapping in the process of teaching vocabulary can
enhance male students’ enthusiasm and participation in
the learning process. This is perhaps the case as mind
mapping removes the pressure of verbal modalities in the
process of vocabulary learning alongside giving more
freedom to use personal and individual icons .The
learners were also enjoying their liberty in not using
connection words as they were motivated to use more
colors and shapes to draw any map. They could make it
personal as each word or phrase could recall something
different from each learner to another.
Furthermore, since vocabulary learning was always a
controversy for both teachers and learners in how to get
command on more words and retain them for a longer
time; the necessity is felt to provide learners with more
essential strategies in the field of vocabulary learning.
Mapping strategies can support learners in many aspects
as Cuthell and Preston (2008) believed that concept
maps and mind maps are quick to review and are ideal
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for revision; they engage much more of the brain in the
process of assimilation and connecting facts than
conventional notes or summaries and they can provide
cues necessary to remember the information within it.
Vocabulary achievement could be raised by many
strategies with mapping being one of them. While
mapping strategies are the same in the fundamental
bases, they have many differences which therefore lead
to different usages.
This study revealed that vocabulary achievement as an
important part of language learning is enhanced through
using mapping strategies but among the two chosen
techniques, the mind map group outperformed the
concept map group in vocabulary learning. Consequently
learners were more successful in vocabulary achievement by using mind mapping. There is of course no
dispute over the effectiveness of both strategies in
language learning but the teaching material can influence
the degree of applicability. In other words, vocabulary as
the intended part of teaching in this work was better
achieved by the mind mapping than concept mapping
technique.
Accordingly teaching mind mapping, could be a part of
the pedagogical curriculum to help males same as female
students empower themselves in the act of vocabulary
learning.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This research was carried out among intermediate
learners; the same experiment could be implemented
among other age groups to see whether the latter is a
factor in comparing the impact of the two modes of
mapping strategies on vocabulary achievement. These
modes of mapping strategies were used for all learners
while people with kinesthetic minds can learn new
materials better by these techniques. It is recommended
to carry out this research among learners with that ability
to see whether these two strategies are significantly
different in learning new words or not.
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